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INTRODUCTION

Neocortical oscillations are believed by many to be essential to perception and memory, and several neurologic and psychiatric diseases are characterized by alterations in these patterns (Herrmann and Demiralp, 2005; Jensen et al., 2007; Tallon-Baudry, 2009). However, any given neocortical rhythm may alternatively be an epiphenomenon of neural information processing. Developing a mechanistic, cellular-level understanding of the origin of these rhythms is likely key to identifying what, if any, computational role they have, and to understanding the changes underlying their altered expression in disease.

Until recently it was not possible to selectively record and drive distinct cell populations in vivo, making it difficult to decisively identify the precise contributions of specific excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms to rhythm generation in fully embodied networks. Computational modeling and in vitro experimental work have provided a leading source of insight. Extensive work has supported the critical role of fast-spiking (FS) interneurons (INs) and the time constant of GABA \(_A\) synaptic inhibition in controlling gamma rhythmicity (e.g., Whittington et al., 1995, 2000; Borgers and Kopell, 2005; Bartos et al., 2007; Mann and Paulsen, 2007). The role of oscillatory activity in pyramidal, regular-spiking (RS) excitatory neurons in gamma generation is more ambiguous. While the presence of sufficient glutamatergic activity to recruit IN activity is essential in most models and in vitro preparations, the decay rate of synaptic excitation is typically thought to be less important. In contrast, the origin of low-frequency cortical activity (e.g., 8 Hz – “alpha” band activity) has been tied to intrinsic biophysical properties of cortical pyramidal neurons (Silva et al., 1991; Castro-Alamancos and Connors, 1996; Connors and Prince, 1995; Connors, 1996; Jones et al., 2000, 2009), and to reciprocal thalamocortical loops (Contreras and Steriade, 1995; Hughes and Crunelli, 2005; Jones et al., 2009).

Optogenetic tools provide a novel avenue for investigating the cellular mechanisms controlling neocortical rhythmicity in vivo, by permitting selective drive of distinct neural populations. Using the light-sensitive cation channel Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2; Deisseroth et al., 2006) to drive either FS or RS in neocortex, we recently found that selective FS stimulation from 8 to 200 Hz led to increased local field potential (LFP) power above baseline at the driving frequency, specifically in the gamma band (most pronounced at 32–64 Hz) (Cardin et al., 2009). In contrast, selective RS activation showed a peak in enhanced power at 8 Hz, with significantly weaker higher frequency recruitment (Figure 1A).
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Selective optogenetic drive of fast-spiking (FS) interneurons (INs) leads to enhanced local field potential (LFP) power across the traditional “gamma” frequency band (20–80 Hz; Cardin et al., 2009). In contrast, drive to regular-spiking (RS) pyramidal cells enhances power at lower frequencies, with a peak at 8 Hz. The first result is consistent with previous computational studies emphasizing the role of FS and the time constant of GABA \(_A\) synaptic inhibition in gamma rhythmicity. However, the same theoretical models do not typically predict low-frequency LFP enhancement with RS drive. To develop hypotheses as to how the same network can support these contrasting behaviors, we constructed a biophysically principled network model of primary somatosensory neocortex containing FS, RS, and low-threshold spiking (LTS) INs. Cells were modeled with detailed cell anatomy and physiology, multiple dendritic compartments, and included active somatic and dendritic ionic currents. Consistent with prior studies, the model demonstrated gamma resonance during FS drive, dependent on the time constant of GABA \(_A\) inhibition induced by synchronous FS activity. Lower-frequency enhancement during RS drive was replicated only on inclusion of an inhibitory LTS population, whose activation was critically dependent on RS synchrony and evoked longer-lasting inhibition. Our results predict that differential recruitment of FS and LTS inhibitory populations is essential to the observed cortical dynamics and may provide a means for amplifying the natural expression of distinct oscillations in normal cortical processing.
While these FS effects agree with previous findings, two distinct hypotheses could explain the response to RS stimulation. First, the intrinsic biophysics of RS cells that cause them to fire more slowly than FS in response to injected current (Fanselow et al., 2008) may reduce the ability of RS to respond to high frequency optogenetic drive, and this alone may be sufficient to generate low-frequency LFP enhancement (Tiesinga and Sejnowski, 2009). In support of this hypothesis, the observed action potential responses of RS cells driven by light were consistently less than those of FS cells at all frequencies of drive >10 Hz (Figure 1B).

A second, potentially compatible hypothesis is that RS drive selectively recruits a distinct network process that enhances low-frequency oscillations. While this differential process could take many forms, an appealing candidate is selective recruitment of low-threshold spiking (LTS) INs. These inhibitory IN are distinct from FS IN in that they have greater numbers of contacts on distal rather than proximal dendrites of pyramidal neurons (Markram et al., 2004; Goldberg and Yuste, 2005), and can operate on slower time constants (Goldberg and Yuste, 2005), including displaying longer-lasting inhibition (Silberberg and Markram, 2007). Most important for the current study, these cells can be difficult to recruit in sensory neocortex, requiring synchronous pre-synaptic drive and/or higher frequency input from connected pyramidal neurons (Beierlein et al., 2003; Kapfer et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2008). Strong optogenetic activation directly to RS may have exceeded the threshold for driving LTS cells, leading to enhanced lower-frequency oscillations induced by the longer inhibition produced by LTS. In support of this hypothesis, in vitro studies in rodent sensory neocortex implicate LTS in low-frequency rhythmogenesis (Fanselow et al., 2008). A similar class of inhibitory cells, the oriens-lacunosum-moleculare cells in the hippocampus, has also been implicated in generating low-frequency theta oscillation (8–12 Hz) in hippocampus (Gloveli et al., 2005).

In this study, we developed a single, biophysically realistic neocortical model to test hypotheses that may shape the contrasting network responses observed experimentally for selective FS or RS drive. The model initially included only RS and FS neurons simulated with multiple dendritic compartments and active somatic and dendritic ionic currents appropriate to replicate cell anatomy and physiology described in whole cell in vitro recordings, and a realistic synaptic architecture across the network (Figure 2). As expected, this canonical FS–RS network reproduced the experimentally observed gamma enhancement with FS drive. However, inclusion of rich biophysical detail in the RS cells in this classic network was not sufficient to reproduce lower-frequency 8 Hz enhancement or the smoothly decreasing spike probability response during RS drive. In support of the alternative hypothesis, inclusion of LTS INs in the network, which required synchronous RS drive for activation, replicated the spike probability response and low-frequency enhancement observed experimentally for RS drive, while preserving gamma enhancement with FS drive. These findings indicate that differential engagement of distinct inhibitory networks may amplify the expression of distinct oscillations in normal cortical processing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

GENERAL MODELING METHODS

We constructed a network model representative of cortical layer II/III containing three cell types: pyramidal RS cells, FS INs, and LTS INs. We restrict the model layer II/III because experimental tetrode recordings showed spiking primarily in supragranular layers (Cardin et al., 2009). Simulations were performed using the NEURON simulation environment with the implicit Euler integration method, dt = 0.025 and temperature set at 30°C. Upon publication, the model will be made available in the model DB database as with previous modeling by our group1.

PYRAMIDAL CELL

Each modeled pyramidal cell contained eight compartments with morphology as in Bush and Sejnowski (1993), Jones et al. (2007, 2009), and Zieglers et al. (2010) (shown schematically Figure 2A) and contained I_Na, I_K, I_Ca, I_KCa, and I_L,I慢 currents in both soma and dendrites, with equations for all channel kinetics as in (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996), code available in the model DB database2. Maximal conductances and reversal potentials were tuned to generate cell properties reported in vitro, including adapting regular spike trains, slow periodic spiking at threshold, and spike rate and passive properties (Mason and Larkman, 1990; Beierlein et al., 2003; Tateno et al., 2004; Fanselow et al., 2008), see Table 1 for parameter values. Table 2 shows resting membrane potentials, input resistance, membrane time constant, spike thresholds to injected current, and corresponding spike frequency in response to injected current in Figure 2B, which were consistent with those reported experimentally in Fanselow et al. (2008).


Fast-sPIkInG Interneuron

Fast-spiking interneurons contained 16 compartments, including three branching dendrites based on the somatic size and approximate branching range of the aspiny cell described in Mainen and Sejnowski (1996), dimensions given in Figure 2C. They contained only \( I_{Na} \), \( I_{k} \), and \( I_{leak} \) modeled as in the pyramidal cells, with maximal conductances as in Table 1, and generated spike rates and threshold values based on (Tateno et al., 2004; Fanselow et al., 2008) without adaptation. Passive properties (Table 2) were based on (Kawaguchi, 1995; Cauli et al., 1997; Beierlein et al., 2003; Tateno et al., 2004), and spike frequency responses were consistent with those reported experimentally (Figure 2B).

LOW-THRESHOLD SPIKING INTERNEURON

The morphology of the LTS INs was the same as the FS INs (shown schematically in Figure 2C), with the exception that the soma was larger, consistent with somatostatin-positive GIN cells.
in Fanselow et al. (2008) (24.3 microns long by 11 microns in diameter), which correspond to LTS INs. Cells contained \( I_{\text{Na}}, I_{\text{K}}, I_{\text{Ca}}, I_{\text{KCa}}, I_{\text{r}}, \) and \( I_{\text{rest}} \) currents. The \( I_{\text{r}} \) and \( I_{\text{r}} \) currents were modeled as in Jones et al. (2009) with maximal conductance in the h currents increasing exponentially from the soma to the dendrite, while remaining channels were as in Mainen and Sejnowski (1996). Maximal conductances and reversal potentials were tuned to generate adaptation, slow periodic spiking at threshold, and the sag and depolarizing rebound that characterize LTS cells, as well as the passive properties, threshold, and spike frequency based on Cauli et al. (1997), Ma et al. (2006), and Fanselow et al. (2008) (see Tables 1 and 2; Figure 2B).

**NETWORK ARCHITECTURE**

The models contained 36 RS cells, and six of each FS and LTS IN subtype (Figure 2A), in agreement with estimates that approximately 20–30% of cortical neurons are INs and that about half of INs are FS (Ren et al., 1992; Markram et al., 2004). All cells were fixed in a square 6 \( \times \) 6 square grid pattern, as in Jones et al. (2009).

Network connectivity was based on the rate of synaptically coupled FS, LTS, and RS cells in somatosensory cortex recorded in vitro (Beierlein et al., 2003; Gibson et al., 2005). Of all possible pair-wise connections, the experimentally based proportion of connections (see Table 3) was selected uniformly at random, and held constant through all simulations. The synaptic connections were modeled as \( \alpha \)-functions that were turned on by the soma of the pre-synaptic cell crossing a voltage threshold (0 mV), as in Jones et al. (2007). Excitatory connections representing AMPA synapses, were modeled with a 0.1-ms rise and 3-ms decay rate time constant. Inhibitory connections from FS cells represented GABA \(_A\) synapses were modeled with a 0.5-ms rise and 8-ms decay rate time constant (Salin and Prince, 1996; Whittington et al., 1995). Inhibitory synaptic connections from LTS cells were longer, with a decay rate time constant of 50 ms, consistent with reports that cortical LTS INs produce extended inhibition (Silberberg and Markram, 2007). Excitatory connections to both inhibitory populations were facilitating for Lts and depressing for FS based on Beierlein et al. (2003), Kapfer et al. (2007), Silberberg and Markram (2007), and Tan et al. (2008). Facilitation and depression were modeled as in Varela et al. (1997), and Garabedian et al. (2003) (facilitation parameters: \( f = 0.2, \tau_f = 200 \) ms, depression parameters: \( f = 0.5, \tau_f = 94 \) ms, \( d_f = 0.46, \tau_d = 380 \) ms, \( d_d = 0.975, \tau_d = 9200 \) ms). Importantly, LTS cells projected to the two most distal compartments of the RS apical dendrite, whereas the FS cells projected to RS somata (Markram et al., 2004; Goldberg and Yuste, 2005), depicted schematically in Figure 2A. Projections between RS cells synapsed onto the three basal dendrite compartments, and all remaining connections were to the soma compartment of the post-synaptic cell. See Table 3 for maximal synaptic conductance values, which were equal for each targeted post-synaptic dendritic compartment. Synaptic weights were identical for all connections between specified populations. All synaptic delays were 1 ms, with the exception of the RS to RS connections that had delays between 1 and 6 ms depending on distance between cells.

**SIMULATED LIGHT DRIVE**

Light drive was modeled as a single excitatory input with fast exponential rise (0.1 ms) and decay (3 ms) rate time constants. This excitatory pulse occurred periodically with frequency between 8 and 80 Hz, at 8 Hz intervals. For FS drive, all cells received drive with 0.03 \( \mu \)S maximal conductance in the soma compartment, reflecting the high transduction rates of the FS population in the experimental work (Cardin et al., 2009). For FS drive, 50% of modeled RS cells received drive, modeling the relative rate of RS transduction at the experimental recording site. For RS, the soma, and the four compartments superficial to the soma received drive with 0.005 \( \mu \)S maximal conductance.

**Table 3 | Synaptic connectivity between cell populations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental values</th>
<th>Model network</th>
<th>Maximal synaptic conductance (( \mu )S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXCITATORY PROJECTIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS ( \rightarrow ) RS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS ( \rightarrow ) FS</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS ( \rightarrow ) LTS</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INHIBITORY FS PROJECTIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS ( \rightarrow ) RS</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS ( \rightarrow ) FS</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS ( \rightarrow ) LTS</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INHIBITORY LTS PROJECTIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTS ( \rightarrow ) RS</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTS ( \rightarrow ) FS</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTS ( \rightarrow ) LTS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Connection probabilities were based on experimental values in Beierlein et al. (2003) and Gibson et al. (2005) (column 2). Column 4 shows the exact number of connections between the designated cell populations in the model, selected uniformly at random from all possible connections of that type. Column 5 shows the maximal conductance values for individual synapses between cells. The conductances were fixed for all connections between specified populations and equal for each targeted dendritic compartments.
SIMULATED NOISE PROCESSES

Noise processes in the network were selected independently for each compartment and modeled as an in vivo synaptic barrage, as in Destexhe et al. (2001), with stochastically fluctuating excitatory and inhibitory conductances \(g_e(t)\) and \(g_i(t)\). Each conductance was governed by a process similar to the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process (Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, 1930). Table 4 gives parameters for mean conductance \((g_{e0}, g_{i0})\) and standard deviation \((\sigma_e, \sigma_i)\). All other parameters were as in Destexhe et al. (2001). Noise was the primary generator of background spiking in RS cells (average spike rates of 15.7 Hz in a disconnected cells, and 9.2 Hz in network). The two most distal compartments of the modeled RS apical dendrite received synaptic noise with more variance than that in the soma and proximal dendritic compartments (Table 4). Please see results and discussion for more detail on the relevance of the chosen noise structure. The noise in FS and LTS INs were chosen such that these cells were more quiescent (average rates <1 Hz without excitatory input), and the variance was constant across compartments.

COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Calculation of spike probability response

We calculated the probability of spiking response per drive cycle as the number of spikes that occurred within 10 ms of light stimulus. For each drive frequency, the spike probability response for each cell was averaged over 15 s simulations, disregarding the first 100 ms.

Calculation of post-stimulus time histogram

We calculated a normalized post-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) of spiking over modeled RS cells. Spike times after each drive input were counted according to 2 ms bins, and normalized by the number of cycles for each frequency.

Calculation of frequency responses

Although our simplified model was not sufficient to accurately simulate a recorded LFP, we generated a model LFP by averaging voltage at the mid-apical dendrite across pyramidal cells. This procedure provides an approximation of summed network activity in pyramidal cells, which are thought to be the primary contributor to LFP (Mitzdorf, 1985, 1987). Modeled LFPs were averaged over 15 1-s trials, aligning stimulus input times.

Power estimates from the averaged LFPs were calculated from time–frequency spectrograms of the data from 1–88 Hz by convolving the signals with a complex Morlet wavelet of the form \(w(t, f_0) = A \exp(-t^2/2\sigma_t^2)\exp(2\pi if_0 t)\), for each frequency of interest \(f_0\), where \(\sigma_t = m/2\pi f_0\) and \(i\) is the imaginary unit. The normalization factor was \(A = 1/(\sigma_t \sqrt{2\pi})\), and the constant \(m\) defining the compromise between time and frequency resolution was 7. Time–frequency representations of power were calculated as the squared magnitude of the complex wavelet-transformed data. The normalization factor used is such that the sum of the magnitude of the wavelet coefficients over all frequencies is one and allows for enhanced visualization of higher frequency activity, as has been employed in previous work by our group (Jones et al., 2009; Zieglg et al., 2010).

RESULTS

THE FS–RS MODEL REPLICATED GAMMA ENHANCEMENT FROM FS DRIVE, BUT FAILED TO REPLICATE LOWER-FREQUENCY ENHANCEMENT FROM RS DRIVE

We began by investigating the FS–RS network to test the hypothesis that biophysically realistic intrinsic properties and synaptic connectivity among these cell types is sufficient to reproduce the contrasting responses to light drive observed in vitro. We first investigated whether this network could reproduce the experimental response to FS drive (network shown schematically in Figure 3A), and found close agreement with experimental work. We then investigated whether the same network could reproduce the experimental response to RS drive, and found that it did not reproduce either the observed spike probability response or low-frequency enhancement with RS drive, as detailed here.

FS drive

Spike probability response. FS INs followed simulated light drive with high spike probability through the gamma range, and showed decreased response probability at frequencies above 48 Hz, consistent with experimental data (compare Figure 3B and Figure 1B). Two processes governed this behavior. First, individual FS INs followed high drive rates due to their intrinsic cellular properties (Figure 2B). Second, connectivity within the FS population led to decreased probability of firing at higher frequencies, due to the time constant of GABA_\text{a} inhibition.

Gamma resonance. Figure 3C shows examples of the modeled LFP over 1 s for three frequencies of FS drive, and Figure 3D shows the corresponding time–frequency spectrograms of the LFP signal at all drive frequencies. There was a band-pass power effect in the gamma range for driving frequencies from 24 to 40 Hz. Figure 3E depicts the mean power over 1 s at the driving frequency. There was a peak at 32 Hz, the low end of the gamma range, analogous to experimental data (compare Figure 3E and Figure 1A).

Figure 3F shows the corresponding PSTHs from RS cells. For FS drive frequencies from 8 to 48 Hz, suppression in RS firing was present for ~15 ms (see red boxes in Figure 3F), reflecting GABA_A type FS inhibition. This interval of suppression was in line with drive frequencies in the gamma range, which led to observed enhancement of gamma power (Figures 3D,E), and is in agreement with current theoretical understanding of network gamma generation. At low frequencies, where the interval of suppression was significantly shorter than the drive interval, noisy spiking during the non-suppressed portion of the cycle decreased power. For higher frequencies, inhibition was longer than a drive cycle, and suppressed spiking activity and decreased power.

RS drive

Failure to reproduce spike probability response. In contrast to the experimental spike probability response, which was highest at 8 Hz and fell smoothly for increased RS drive frequency, the model RS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Synaptic noise parameters for each cell type.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS, distal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of (g_e(t)) ((\mu mho))</td>
<td>0.000002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of (g_i(t)) ((\mu mho))</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of (g_e(t)) ((\sigma_e, \mu mho))</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of (g_i(t)) ((\sigma_i, \mu mho))</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A great deal of power remained in the signal for high frequency drive (Figures 4D,E) because many RS cells spiked in response to drive at high frequencies (Figure 4F). We tested if the high frequency response could be suppressed by increasing RS to FS excitation, increasing FS to RS inhibition, or alterations to the drive and noise structure, but found that any change sufficient to suppress high frequency following also suppressed response to low-frequency drive (data not shown).

Failure to replicate the RS drive response in the FS–RS network prompted testing of the second hypothesis, that a network including LTS INs could reproduce the spike probability response and lower-frequency LFP enhancement observed experimentally with RS drive (network shown schematically in Figure 5A), while preserving the band-pass response to FS drive described above (data not shown). Spike probability response could be improved by dramatically reducing noise to RS, combined with reduced RS drive, but this change completely abolished the band-pass response to FS drive (data not shown). We thus concluded that spike probability response to drive in RS cells does not follow directly from intrinsically slower firing properties in model RS cells (Figure 2B), nor from several targeted network mechanisms captured in this FS–RS model.

**Failure to evoke peak LFP enhancement at 8 Hz.** We observed a high-pass response in contrast to the lower-frequency enhancement with RS drive described experimentally (compare Figure 1A and Figure 4E).
RS drive

Reproduction of spike probability response. With LTS cells included in the model, the RS spike probability response decreased smoothly as drive frequency increased, as in the experimental data (compare Figure 1B and Figure 5B). The extended inhibition produced by LTS (50 ms LTS decay rate vs. 8 ms for FS) was triggered by the highly synchronous RS activation, and shifted the spike probability response from the RS–FS network in two ways. First, at 16 Hz drive and above, the recruited LTS inhibition directly suppressed a portion of the drive-evoked RS spiking response. Second, at 8 Hz drive, LTS inhibition suppressed noise-induced spikes between drive inputs that disrupted the synchronous RS response to light drive.

Reproduction of lower-frequency LFP enhancement. Figure 5C shows examples of the modeled LFP for three frequencies of RS drive. Addition of LTS cells was sufficient to change the frequency response to RS drive observed in the FS–RS only network (Figures 4D,E) to one exhibiting low-frequency enhancement (Figures 5D,E), consistent with experimental data. With LTS present in network, more RS spikes were recruited synchronously during 8 Hz drive than at higher frequencies, as seen in the PSTH (Figure 5F) where the greatest peak amplitude occurred at 8 Hz and fell off rapidly as drive frequency increased. The PSTH was shaped by LTS inhibition that directly suppressed the RS spiking response for drives greater than 8 Hz, and also suppressed noise-generated spikes between 8 Hz drive cycles. Accordingly, the spectrogram (Figure 5D) and averaged power at driving frequency (Figure 5E) in the model LFP showed highest power at 8 Hz drive. Note, however, that in contrast to the experimental data, power showed a slight second peak in the gamma range. This reflected the intrinsic tendency to gamma rhythmicity in the network, and agrees with results more recently obtained in mice that have higher expression levels of ChR2 in a larger population of RS cells in unpublished experiments (Cardin and Moore, personal communication). All of these factors, then, likely contributed to the specific findings in the prior report, with the low-pass spike probability playing the predominant role.
Vierling-Claassen et al. Engaging distinct oscillatory neocortical circuits following drive input, which was only slightly extended from the $\sim 15$ ms effect in the RS–FS network (Figure 3F) (compare red boxes in Figures 3F and 6F).

**FS drive**

Spike response probabilities and gamma resonance were maintained. When FS INs were driven in the FS–RS–LTS network, response to FS drive was nearly identical to that in the two-population network (compare Figure 4 and Figure 6). The spectrogram and power at the driving frequency showed a band-pass effect (Figures 6D,E). The absolute peak in power at the driving frequency (Figure 6E) was in the high-“beta” range at 24 Hz, as opposed to 32 Hz in the FS–RS network, but power remained high at 32 Hz (see spectrogram at 32 Hz in Figure 6D). This slight shift in peak frequency was due to intermittent recruitment of LTS cells, which provided non-stimulus locked extended inhibition (notice difference in the 8 Hz drive LFP waveforms in Figures 3C and 6C), but the overall band-pass shape and network mechanism of the response were identical to the FS–RS network. The normalized PSTH over RS cells (Figure 6F) showed suppression for $\sim 20$ ms following drive input, which was only slightly extended from the $\sim 15$ ms effect in the RS–FS network (Figure 3F) (compare red boxes in Figures 3F and 6F).

**Key network mechanisms responsible for contrasting resonance in FS–RS–LTS network**

Four model features were essential in shaping contrasting responses to RS and FS drive in the FS–RS–LTS network. These features were LTS activation that was dependent on highly synchronous excitatory input, inhibitory connections from FS to LTS cells, the duration of LTS to RS induced inhibition and the location of noise dependent spike generation in RS cells in distal dendrites.

Highly synchronous excitatory RS input was necessary to recruit spiking in LTS cells, which ultimately generated the low-frequency enhancement in response to RS drive. To replicate experimental optogenetic drive, RS cells in the model were
slow LTS inhibition that could disrupt the gamma resonance effect. Note that even the low level of LTS inhibition present in the threepopulation network shifted the peak FS response peak to a slightly lower-frequency (24 Hz compared to 32 Hz, Figures 3E and 6E) highlighting the importance of keeping the LTS cells largely inactive during FS drive through synaptic inhibition.

Longer duration LTS to RS suppression, as compared to FS to RS suppression, was key to observing the lower-frequency enhancement in this network. Different reports have described the duration of LTS to RS IPSPs as either similar to those evoked by FS, as in Beierlein et al. (2003), or as up to double their duration, as in Silberberg and Markram (2007). Our results suggest that if LTS do operate to amplify low-frequency oscillations in in vivo neocortical networks, then at least a sub-population of this class will evoke longer-lasting suppression under these conditions.
Our simulations indicated that the dendritic location of noise that generated spiking in pyramidal cells may have been important for shaping the frequency response in the case of RS drive. To generate the desired spike probability response to 8 Hz RS drive, noise-induced spiking activity between drive inputs had to be largely suppressed. To achieve this suppression in the model, the majority of noise-generated RS spikes needed to be initiated in the distal dendrites, where the LTS cells had direct inhibitory control (see Materials and Methods). If instead the majority of noise-generated spikes were initiated at the soma and proximal dendrites, where the LTS cells did not provide direct inhibition, the 8 Hz response was compromised (data not shown). While a completely quiescent resting state network would have also yielded the same RS entrainment result, a moderate level of background spiking was essential for the band-pass response to FS drive. These findings imply that LTS will have the greatest impact on lower-frequency oscillations under conditions where the primary source of non-signal related input is directed to the distal dendrites (see Discussion).

**DISCUSSION**

**OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS**

We examined possible cellular and network underpinnings of contrasting cortical responses to direct optogenetic drive of RS and FS cells in vivo (Cardin et al., 2009). We found that, while gamma band enhancement with FS drive was replicable in a canonical FS–RS network, lower-frequency enhancement with RS drive was not, despite the inclusion of RS cells with realistic intrinsic biophysical properties (Figure 2B). Reproduction of lower-frequency enhancement with RS drive required the addition of a LTS inhibitory population that generated extended inhibition, and the location of noise-generated spikes primarily in the distal dendrites, where LTS provided direct inhibition. Maintaining gamma resonance with FS drive in the full FS–RS–LTS network required that the LTS cells be inactivated during FS drive. This suppression of LTS activity was achieved through the presence of FS to LTS inhibition and the requirement that LTS INs receive a high level of synchronous RS input in order to fire, which did not occur with FS drive, consistent with supplementary data in Cardin et al. (2009) showing sparse RS contributions across the network during FS drive.

**ALTERNATE MECHANISMS FOR LOW-FREQUENCY NETWORK OSCILLATIONS**

Previous experimental and computational work examining low-frequency theta (4–12 Hz) rhythms in hippocampus has highlighted the role of O-LM cells, which share key features with cortical LTS cells (Gloveli et al., 2005; Rotstein et al., 2005; Tort et al., 2007). These features include extended inhibition from O-LM cells and the location of O-LM projections onto distal dendrites of pyramidal neurons. Rotstein et al. (2005) modeled purely inhibitory interactions and found that moderately extended O-LM inhibition (20 ms decay rate time constant for O-LM inhibition compared to 8 ms for FS) operated in concert with the h-current and fast FS inhibition to generate the modeled theta rhythm. In Tort et al. (2007), theta rhythmicity in hippocampal pyramidal dendrites was generated by an h-current mechanism. Further, the dendritic location and long spatial span of O-LM connections onto pyramidal cells mediated theta range modulation of gamma-coherent assemblies, a network behavior we do not investigate. Extended O-LM inhibition was not emphasized as being necessary for either dendritic theta generation or theta modulation of gamma rhythmicity. In Gloveli et al. (2005), a more simplified six-cell network containing O-LM, FS, and excitatory RS cells transitioned from gamma to theta as O-LM synaptic strength was increased and FS synaptic strength was decreased. Network theta rhythmicity was generated by a combination of extended O-LM inhibition (20 ms decay rate time constant for LTS compared to 8 ms for FS). The intrinsic kinetics of the h-current included in our LTS cells contributed to the spike frequency response properties (Figure 2B) but did not play a dominant role in low-frequency network dynamics. The 50 ms decay time constant for LTS inhibition is longer than that of O-LM inhibition in the hippocampal models, and a direct prediction from our results is that cortical LTS cells produce markedly extended inhibition compared to FS. This prediction is currently ambiguous in the experimental literature. Work by Silberberg and Markram (2007) suggests that cortical LTS cells do produce a significantly longer time constant of inhibition than FS cells, but in contrast Beierlein et al. (2003) found no difference in IPSP duration. Another critical feature of our model that is different than the hippocampal models is the dependence of LTS activation on highly synchronous excitatory input, which stems from our inclusion of realistic synaptic dynamics (Kapfer et al., 2007). Differential excitatory cell input to the two inhibitory cell populations (e.g., facilitating input to LTS and depressing to FS) is a necessary feature of our model, and leads to the prediction that contrasting excitatory to LTS vs. FS synaptic dynamics may be critical in delineating the network role of these distinct inhibitory populations.

Our model predicts that cortical LTS inhibition contributes to enhancement of lower-frequency rhythms during direct rhythmic RS drive. Previous work has suggested that intrinsic currents in layer V pyramidal cells, namely h and T currents, can also regulate low-frequency alpha range (7–14 Hz) cortical rhythmicity (Silva et al., 1991; Jones et al., 2000, 2009; Pinto et al., 2003) or enhance thalamic–cortical alpha resonance (Hughes and Crunelli, 2005). In particular, h and T currents are known to produce ~8 Hz rhythms in the distal dendrites of Layer V pyramidal cells in rat (Ulrich, 2002). However, we do not expect this mechanism contributes to the low-frequency resonance with RS drive described here. Tetrode recordings during the light activation experiments indicated that layer II/III RS units were driven by the optogenetic drive, but layer V RS units were not driven (Cardin et al., 2009). Our model was restricted to layer II/III specific pyramidal neurons, which have a low density of I[^h] in both soma and dendrites (Larkum et al., 2007). In an extended cortical network model that includes both layer II/III and bursting layer V pyramidal neurons it is possible that the intrinsic properties of the layer V pyramidal neurons would facilitate the resonance of the network to the low-frequency drive of the layer II/III RS cells.
IMPLICATIONS FOR NETWORK FUNCTION UNDER BIOLOGICALLY REALISTIC CONDITIONS

The present findings provide evidence in agreement with most views regarding network mechanisms of gamma emergence. We therefore do not focus our discussion on these findings. In contrast, the dependence of lower-frequency enhancement on cortical LTS recruitment during RS drive is a novel prediction with potential implications for network function under biologically plausible conditions. The lower-frequency enhancement with LTS depended critically on excitatory drive to LTS INs at the frequencies in question (in this case, resulting from optogenetic drive to RS cells) and on a stringent requirement for synchrony in pre-synaptic excitatory input to recruit LTS. Further, the network behavior was robust only when “noisy” or non-frequency locked spikes emerged from distal dendritic inputs.

As such, LTS may act to amplify an already present lower-frequency oscillation when these conditions are met. Highly synchronous drive from the thalamus at frequencies in, for example, the 8 Hz alpha band could provide one such source of input. While direct thalamic projections do not terminate on LTS cells in layer IV of barrel cortex (Beierlein et al., 2003), synchronous output of second-order cortical neurons could suffice to drive these cells, and there is evidence for thalamic input to LTS whose cell bodies are in non-granular layers (Tan et al., 2008). If this 8 Hz rhythm were present under conditions that favored “noisy” or non-frequency locked input to the distal dendrites, such as from intracortical input or non-lemniscal thalamus (Jones, 2001), then our model indicates LTS recruitment could amplify these low-frequency rhythms.

We note that states associated with low-cholinergic tone, such as inattentiveness and sleep, are linked to both strong thalamic alpha activity and enhancement of intracortical feedback connections onto distal dendrites of pyramidal cells (Hasselmo and McGaughy, 2004). In such states, strong alpha frequency thalamic input to cortex could be analogous to synchronous ~8 Hz RS activity driven by light, while enhanced intracortical connections could mimic the role of non-frequency-locked distal noise onto pyramidal cells. These two features indicate a convergence of conditions favoring a role for LTS enhancement of cortical alpha activity during “inattentiveness”. While LTS cells are known to be depolarized by nicotinic receptors (Xiang et al., 1998) and thus might be expected to be less active during low-cholinergic states in vivo, our modeling indicates that sufficient synchronous RS input, such as that driven directly by light or by a strong synchronous thalamic alpha rhythm, could be the dominant feature triggering LTS activity. During states of “inattentiveness” and high-cholinergic tone, depolarized LTS may be more spontaneously and asynchronously active (Xiang et al., 1998), and in this state, they may instead play a role of inhibiting noisy activity in more distal layers to support gamma or other fast rhythms generated near the somata by FS inhibition.

In summary, our results confirm the potential importance of LTS INs in regulating low-frequency cortical activity and suggest they should be considered when investigating network mechanisms of cortical oscillations in vivo.
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